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The EAU Section of Urolithiasis (EULlS) is proud to
announce its support for the launch of the first
Ultra-Mini PCNL lUMP) in the United Kingdom, with
the authors, Mr. Noor Buchholz and Mr. Junaid
Masood, participating in a small series of four
successful UMP's held at the Royal London Hospital in
London from April 25 to 26 this year.

invented this highly miniaturized form of PCNL, has so
far done more than 100 successful procedures in India
(Figure 1).

Conventional PCNL is a standard procedure that is
regularly all over the world. The technique involves a
precise puncture of the pelvi-calyceal system. If the
dilatation is minimized the potential associated risk of
bleeding and tissue damage can be reduced. There is
evidence that the size of the Amplatz sheath is
associated with increased bleeding and recovery time
after PCNL.

On the other band, clearance of fragments after less
invasive SWL is not very good in some locations, in
particular in the lower pole of the kidney and in
diverticular stones. With advanced optics and
instruments, flexible ureterorenoscopy (fURS) has
become a good alternative for small to medium-sized
stones that may be difficult to clear from the system.
However, fURS involves the use of expensive
consumables, not to mention the significant repair
and replacement costs for the extremely fragile scopes
themselves.
UMP may become another less expensive, minimally-
invasive technique to deal with this sub-set of stones.
Contrary to SWL and fURS, UMP can also remove all
residual stones after laser-fragmentation through the
same instrument.

The UMP set (Figure 2) contains:
(1) A 17000 pixel ultrathin 3.5 F nephroscope.
(2) An inner 6 F sheath for the nephroscope.
(3) An outer 11 (pediatric) or 13 F sheath (working

sheath) with an inner micro tubing for the water
jet (Figure 3).

(4) An obturator for insertion of the scope.

Figure 2: (from above) UMP obturator, UMP 13 F working
sheath. UMP 6 F inner sheath with irrigation and laser ports,
UMP3.5F optic

This procedure has been designed for stones < zcm in
diameter in mind. After usual puncture and insertion
of a 0.035 F guide wire into the pelvi-calyceal system,
8 - 12/ 14 F Teflon dilators are used to gently dilate
the tract before the F 111 13 UMP sheath is inserted
into the kidney. After visualization of the stone,
disintegration with a 200-370 micron laser fibre
follows. The intra-renal pressure remains low and the
fragments are flushed out by creating turbulence with
a saline jet from the small inner tube. Sometimes
injecting saline from the previously inserted
retrograde ureteric catheter can help. There is no
need for a double-] stent or a nephrostomy. Bleeding
is absent or minimal and stone fragment clearance is
almost complete.

Dr. Desai has so far done over 100 cases in India. His
stone-free rate was 85% with a mean operating time
of 1.5 hours for an average stone size of 1.5 cm in
diameter. There were no complications requiring
secondary procedures, and no peri-renal urinoma or
haematoma. There was one puncture-related
hydrothorax, and two conversions to conventional
large-bore PCNL because of moderate bleeding
impairing th vision through the ultra-mini
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Advantag of thi mini turized PCNL are minimal
bleeding and renal tissue damage, much shorter
recovery and in-patient stay, a minute scar (Figure 4).
tubeless PCNL. no secondary procedures (i.e. removal
of JJ stent). minimal use of disposables. and avoiding
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Figure 3: The UMP 13Fouter sheath with inner flushing canal
to create turbulences to flush out fragments

The event was covered in the national ITV evening
news, and the report is accessible via his link:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eT5RTU5m8XA&
feature=youtu.be

After having performed three successful UMP's in the
prone position, the team of the Royal London Hospital
then went on to perform the world's first UMP in
supine position. The video clip can be accessed with
this link:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EgY5y6gWHoE&f
eature=youtu.be

Prof. Palle Osther commented on the procedure: "This
is an exciting technology. Its use in more centers and
in more cases will define its role in the overall
treatment of stones. However, I believe it will have a
definite role ... "
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Ultra-Mini PCNL (UMP) in the United Kingdom. with
the authors. Mr. Noor Buchholz and Mr. Junaid
Masood. participating in a small series of four
successful UMP's held at the Royal London Hospital in
London from April 25 to 26 this year.

EULlS president. Prof. Palle Osther (OK) and Dr. Martin
Schoenthaler. who performed the first European UMP
in Europe only days earlier in Freiburg. Germany,
were also in attendance. Dr. Janak Desai, who

Figure 1: (from left) Or.Jank Desai, Pro! Palle Osther, Mr. Noor
Buchholz, Or. Martin Schoenthaler in London

hydrothorax, and two conversions to convennonat
large-bore PCNL because of moderate bleeding
impairing the vision through the ultra-mini
endoscope.

Advantages of this miniaturized PCNL are minimal
bleeding and renal tissue damage, much shorter
recovery and in-patient stay, a minute scar (Figure 4).
tubeless PCNL no secondary procedures (i.e. removal
of JJ stent), minimal use of disposables, and avoiding
costly repairs and replacements of flexible
ureteroscopes. Figure 4: Comparison of a conventional 28 FAmplatz sheath

and the 13 F UMP working sheath


